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Welcome to A-lit-reasure, The literary club of our institution,
which through its numerous pursuits, functions as a facilitator
for the students to hon their literary skills and brush up their

creative genius. Inclusivity and heterogeneity of the
undertakings, aim to inculcate a holistic exposure, comprising
reading, writing, listening and speaking elements, blurring the
lines dividing the many domains. The club serves the purpose

of cultivating passion for literary forums, and nurturing the
imaginative capabilities dormant within one. It acts as a

recluse for the students to express themselves through literary
media, allowing for true art to shine through, amidst the
maddening bustle of college curriculum. The community

fosters both interests and talents and caters to the creative
longings that we never get to explore.

Dates:
Online Events: 1st March to 1st April 2024
Offline Events: 7th April to 10th April 2024
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LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

 RULES:
 Each team will comprise of maximum 5 members 
Registrations will be via google form.
On spot registrations are subject to time constraints and
number of Participants

‘Escape before the room doesn't let you anymore !!’

Shelter yourselves from the perils that await you and unlock your
ability to think on your feet to escape the danger. The clock is ticking
….

Contact Details: 
Debbani Bose- +91 99459 25702 
Aastha N Raj- +91 97769 36649 
Ajinkya Budle- +91 94039 34427 

Entry fees - Rs 50 per person

ESCAPE ROOM

Date: 7th-10th April 2024
Timing: 
Slot 1: 9:00-1:00p.m. 
Slot 2: 2:00-6:00p.m.
Venue: Auditorium Ground Floor
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https://forms.gle/erzP8kEgB4DB5r13A


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

 RULES:
 Each college can send a maximum of 3 teams consisting of 5
members each.
You will have to convey the word or phrase in your chit to your
team-mates, without speaking, solely by
drawing on the board provided.
 Cheat codes, sign language or any other form of cheating will not
be entertained.
 The first round will have 2 sets, the duration of which will be
added, and the team with the lowest sum will
qualify for the next round.
 Judge’s decision will be final

Whether you're an aspiring artist or a stick-figure kind of person ,
pictionary promises laughter camaraderie,and a canvas of shared
moments.So, grab the sketchpen and let your imagination run wild

Entry fees - Rs 30 per person
Contact Details: 
Debbani Bose- +91 99459 25702 
Aastha N Raj- +91 97769 36649 
Ajinkya Budle- +91 94039 34427 

Date: 7th April 2024
Timing: 1:00-4:00p.m.
Venue: Yatri Hall

‘Decoding a prescription is hard? Try an illustration!’

PICTIONARY
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe9-Kz7hoWuBUJp7P5rtVauoA3H8T7UrDx7vlFJ5dHQ-jSYJw/viewform


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

 Rules:
 Each college can send a single team of 2 people only
(Prosecutor/defendant).
The case shall be presented at the venue.
Both the prosecutor and defendant team will get 30 minutes
preparation time before the hearing.
Any used IPC/ previous case paper should be submitted to the
committee before hearing.
The marking scheme shall be declared at time of event.
Use of any kind of profanities is strictly prohibited.
Teams will be selected on the basis of total scores and top 4 teams will
proceed to the finals

Entry fees - Rs 50 per person

Let's see if you can handle this clash of stands !! Gear up for
an intense debate filled with exhilarating moments that will
bring out the harvey specter in you.

DEVIL'S ADVOCATE
‘Who is worse than the devil? The one defending him.’ 

Prelims :
Date: 8th April 2024

Timing: 2:00-4:00p.m.
Venue: Yatri Hall

Finals :
Date: 9th April 2024

Timing: 8:00-10:00 a.m.
Venue: Auditorium
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd0WkcEq1FGC03Mjv2IFh73iGSRluDDXfUPNQo5vslYLJF3yA/viewform


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Rules:
Each college can send 2 teams of 4 people only..
Participants can speak for a maximum of a minute only. In the first
round each member will be given a topic to speak on.
Top 8 teams will go in the 2nd round with the elimination of one player
from each team.
Top 4 teams comprising 2 members each will go in the final round.
In the finals every speaker will get 2 turns.
Best speaker will be decided by the cumulative score of all rounds.
Winner team will be decided by the total speaking time of all the
rounds.

In this contest of errors all have you got is a minute to win it . Let your
words  flow in and create infinite tales. Immerse yourself in a single topic
which unlocks a new world of imagination.Go steady or Go home 

‘You, mic, a random word and a minute’

JUST-A-MINUTE 
OFFLINE EVENTS

PRELIMS
Date: 8th April 2024

Timing: 8:00-10:00 a.m.
Venue: Yatri Hall

FINALS
Date: 9th April 2024

Timing: 2:00-4:00p.m.
Venue: Yatri Hall

Entry fees - Rs 50 per person

Contact Details:
 Aastha N Raj- +91 97769 36649
 Ajinkya Budle- +91 94039 34427
 Ansuman S - +91 82807 34262 
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdJ0G5GfjOIxk90Z7JZdFletBAYh9YpVndpCHt04ZSycMYIQg/viewform


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

 RULES:
Each college can send a single team of 3 people only.
 The topic shall be given at the venue.
 Both the teams will get 10 minutes preparation time before the
debate begins.
The moderator holds the power to switch which side (for or
against) you represent at any given moment.
 Use of any kind of profanities is strictly prohibited.
 Top 2 teams will proceed to the finals.

‘Shifting perspective, unveiling insights’
Embrace the art of intellectual acrobatics as participants navigate
diverse opinions , intermittently changing sides to unearth deeper

insights. It's not winning or losing but about the journey of discovery. 

The moderator's ultimate power reins as teams pivot between advocacy
and opposition at a snap of a  finger

Entry fees - Rs 50 per person

Contact Details: 
Aastha N Raj- +91 97769 36649
 Ajinkya Budle- +91 94039 34427
 Ansuman S - +91 82807 34262 

Date: 7th April 2024
Timing: 9:00-12:00a.m.
Venue: Auditorium 

Turncoat debate
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScjwI04DiccpW_m0eyPGMKdWrUKUJUEwnNfz1pw5k00TKw2wg/viewform


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Rules:
Use of any kind of profanities is strictly prohibited.
 Any derogatory comment about any race, gender, caste, creed or
religion will not be entertained.
Each participant will be given a maximum time of 2 minutes only.
Judging criteria will be shared at the venue.

‘One mic, infinite possibilities!!’
Join us for a fun mic event where you're allowed to captivate the crowd
with your creativity.The mic is waiting , and so are we !!

Entry fees - Rs 50 per person

Contact Details: 
Debbani Bose- +91 99459 25702 
Aastha N Raj- +91 97769 36649 
Ansuman S - +91 82807 34262 

Date: 7th April 2024
Timing: 7:00-9:00p.m.
Venue: Auditorium

OPEN MIC
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSclDPldKi_wX9VdiKs3lQyhBtoirh9qKsBccKncjV7g1oIGqA/viewform


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

RULES
 The word limit for each submission is 400 words only.
 Participants are required to choose one of the many topics
provided in the Google form.
The story is supposed to start with the given cue only
Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualiΞcation of your
submission.
Pdf of the writing is supposed to be submitted via Google forms.
Top 5 writings shall be selected and will have to present their      
writing during the event, where use of audio visual aids will be
appreciated.

Contact Details:
 Debbani Bose- +91 99459 25702
 Aastha N Raj- +91 97769 36649
 Ansuman S - +91 82807 34262 

Date: 7th April 2024
Timing: 6:00-7:00p.m.
Venue: Yatri Hall

Kafkaesque

Grab a prompt and follow your chaotic mind down mysterious
hallways and shadowy tunnels !! Spin a tale better than Arachne and 

‘Let your intrusive thoughts take over the steering wheel’
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdoeKrRr8VgPcjyHUzjxCJdVb-pk-Sbog7QC7Y6Pqbk_GxzYg/viewform


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

 2. SMARTEST IDIOT

‘ Trick or treat!!’

Contact Details:
 Debbani Bose- +91 99459 25702 
Aastha N Raj- +91 97769 36649
 Ansuman S - +91 82807 34262

 1. GLABELLAR TAG

 3. DECRYPTATHON 4. CUFF THE BLUFF

Date: 10th April 2024
Timing: 5:00-7:00p.m.
Venue: Yatri Hall
Entry fees: Rs.30/- per person/team per event

IMPROMPTU
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https://forms.gle/XcUQ8EezH1SSActq6


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Word weaver 

 RULES:
 The word limit for each submission is 150-200 words only.
 Any topic and genre of your choice can be taken.
 Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualifcation of your
submission.
 Maximum 2 submissions by a single person.
 Pdf of the writing is supposed to be submitted via Google forms.
Pdf should be of less than 1 mb

ONLINE EVENTS

Poetry Writing 
(English)

Contact details:
 Ajinkya Budle- 9403934427
 Nischit Behera- 8658074119
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https://forms.gle/2wPH1uijvrNyYu66A


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Alfaaz

 RULES:
 The word limit for each submission is 150-200 words only.
Any topic and genre of your choice can be taken.
 Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualifcation of your
submission.
Maximum 2 submissions by a single person.
 Pdf of the writing is supposed to be submitted via Google
forms.
Pdf should be of less than 1 mb.

poetry writing 
(Hindi)

Contact details:
 Ajinkya Budle- 9403934427
 Nischit Behera- 8658074119
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https://forms.gle/sLTLpfEDqhcNHN7p7


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Story verse

 RULES:
 The word limit for each submission is 500 words only.
Any topic and genre of your choice can be taken.
 Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualifcation of your
submission.
Pdf of the writing is supposed to be submitted via Google forms.
 Pdf should be of less than 1 mb.

Story writing 
(English)

Contact details:
 Ajinkya Budle- 9403934427
 Nischit Behera- 8658074119
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https://forms.gle/n1PExMrJbZ8eHS5UA


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Dubdrip

 RULES:
 The time limit for each submission is 1 min 30 secs only.
Any template of your choice can be taken.
 The use of profanities is strictly prohibited.
Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualifcation of your
submission.
Submission of less than 500 mb via google form.

Contact details:
 Ajinkya Budle- 9403934427
 Nischit Behera- 8658074119

Dubbing
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https://forms.gle/Ybhi5GvW7gxdC2qBA


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Lol fiesta

 RULES:
 Each participant can give maximum 3 submissions.
 Any template of your choice can be taken.
The use of profanities is strictly prohibited.
 Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualifcation of your
submission.
 Submission of less than 10 mb in jpg /png format via google form.

Contact details:
 Ajinkya Budle- 9403934427
 Nischit Behera- 8658074119

Meme Making Competition
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https://forms.gle/5UK9ZGivtZfii5bu9


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Haiku-na-matata

 RULES:
 There should not be more than 17 syllables
 It should be composed of 3 lines only
 Every frst line of haiku comprises 5 syllables followed by 7
and 5 syllables in consecutive lines.
 Any topic and genre of your choice can be taken.
 Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualifcation of your
submission.
 Pdf of the writing is supposed to be submitted via Google
forms.
Pdf should be of less than 1 mb.

Contact details:
 Ajinkya Budle- 9403934427
 Nischit Behera- 8658074119

Haiku Writing  Competition
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https://forms.gle/g7YUKcUiCfxvARJK9


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

InDIA WANTS TO KNOW !

 RULES:
 The word limit for each submission is 150 words only.
 Any topic and genre of your choice can be taken.
 Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualifcation of your
submission.
Submission should be made in English only.
 Pdf of the writing is supposed to be submitted via Google
forms
 Pdf should be of less than 1 mb.

Contact details:
 Ajinkya Budle- 9403934427
 Nischit Behera- 8658074119

Your Column!
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https://forms.gle/FknP1A53LKVrk5Sb6


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Makeover mania

 RULES:
 The word limit for each submission is 750 words only.
A character from any book, movie , series etc can be taken
and twisted according to your imagination.
Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualifcation of your
submission.
Submission should be made in English only.
 Pdf of the writing is supposed to be submitted via Google
forms.
Pdf should be of less than 1 mb

Contact details:
 Ajinkya Budle- 9403934427
 Nischit Behera- 8658074119

Character Assassination
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https://forms.gle/am2D2HwyHgrg9xe29


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

Saga showdown

 RULES:
 The time limit for each submission is 2 mins only.
 Any topic and genre of your choice can be taken.
 The story should be original.
The use of profanities is strictly prohibited.
 Plagiarism of any kind would lead to disqualifcation of your
submission.
Submission of less than 750 mb via google form

Contact details:
 Ajinkya Budle- 9403934427
 Nischit Behera- 8658074119

Storytelling (Video)
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https://forms.gle/2tpdXvucVvP1fCWS7


LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

RULES:
 Each Participant has a min and half to talk with each potential
match before moving on to the next person.
Registrations will be on spot.
Personal contact information cannot be shared.
Participants are expected to be respectful and courteous to each
other throughout the event.
No couples allowed.
 Use of any kind of profanities is strictly prohibited.

Entry fees - 50 per person

Contact Details: 
Debbani Bose- +91 99459 25702 
Ajinkya Budle- +91 94039 34427 
Ansuman S - +91 82807 34262

SPEED DATING
Date: 10th April 2024
Timing: 5:00-7:00p.m.
Venue: Yatri Hall
Registration: On spot.

INFORMAL EVENT
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LITERARY EVENTSLITERARY EVENTS

 Debbani Bose- +91 99459 25702 
Aastha N Raj- +91 97769 36649 
Ajinkya Budle- +91 94039 34427 
Ansuman S - +91 82807 34262 

Email ID- literary_club@aiimskalyani.edu.in 
Instagram- @alitreasure.aiimsk

LITERARY COMMITTEE

For updates, follow:     
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